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Riots endure
in S. Africa

Schools abandoned,
villages sealed off
the union said it was seeking a
court injunction to stop management from sending dismissed
miners back to impoverished
black homelands. It said Marievale already had sent 300 miners
home. There was no immediate
comment from the mine management.
The eight sealed townships
included Sharpeville and Sebokeng, near the industrial white
towns of Vereeneging and Vanderbijl Park, 30 miles south of
Johannesburg.

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) - Students abandoned
black schools near Johannesburg and rioted around Cape
Town yesterday, one year after
bloody rent protests set off a tide
of violence against white rule
that has cost more than 650
lives.
Police and troops sealed off
eight black townships, including
the two in which the rent protests began Sept. 3,1964.
The black National Union of
Mineworkers said last night it
had "suspended" a twc-day-old
pay strike against selected gold
and coal mines after a gold mine
fired 5,000 of its 7,000 workers.
Gold Fields of South Africa
said earlier that it was "processing" the workers dismissed
from its Deelkraal mine, west of
Johannesburg. Mine guards and
police fired tear gas to drive
strikers away from a heavily
guarded dormitory block, where
management said 1,400 miners
who wanted to work took shelter.
THE STRIKE appeared to be
crumbling through the day.
Managements said only two gold
mines remained struck, Deelkraal and the General Mining
Corp. operation at Marievale.
In announcing the suspension,

There had been rioting incidents in August, it was the Sept.
3 protest of rent hikes that
marked the beginning of South
Africa'8 year of black rage
against apartheid, the race laws
that guarantee supremacy to the
white minority.
A black man was shot to death
yesterday in the black Eastern
Cape township of Duncan Village, near East London, when
police fired on a crowd during a
gasoline bomb attack on a police
vehicle, national police headquarters in Pretoria reported.
It also said students demonstrating at the University of the
North, in the Lebowa tribal
homeland, went "on the rampage."

Prof: Retirements lower quality
by Don Lee
staff reporter

The recent spate of faculty
retirements at the University
may mean a lowering of academic quality, according to the
former president of the University chapter of the American
Association of University Professors.
"It doesn't help the University
to have a net loss in faculty
size," said Elliott Blinn, chemistry professor and member of the
AAUP executive board.
In an article he wrote for the
September issue of the AAUP
newsletter, Blinn said about 75
senior faculty members had retired "with University encouragement" and were replaced

with about 55 junior faculty
members.
Richard Eakin. vice president
for planning and budgeting, said
the University had bought out 69
contracts under its supplemental retirement program.
Under this program, the University offered to buy the last
five years of senior faculty
members' contracts. The faculty members could elect to
teach a maximum of eight to 10
credit hours per calendar year,
depending on the type of classes
taught. They could teach for a
maximum of five years, drawing a third of their salary.
Eloise Clark, vice president
for academic affairs, said she
doesn't foresee any adverse effects from the program because

about 80 percent of the retirees
are likely to continue teaching.
EAKIN SAID the contract
buy-outs would cost the University more than $3.9 million, to be
paid over five years at 7Vi-percent interest to the state teachers' retirement system.
"I'm not sure this substitution
is In the best interest of quality
education," Blinn said. "... as
a school of high quality education (we have) pnded ourselves
for years on providing a quality
education for students. The way
to maintain that is to have a
quality faculty."
He said he was not questioning
the abilities of the new faculty
members, only pointing out the
loss of experience that went with
the retirements.

The net loss in faculty would
mean less time for research,
larger class size and less time
for individual instruction, Blinn
said.
"My feeling is that we should
have replaced people on a oneto-one basis, especially since the
University is going to emphasize
a graduate program," he said.
Robert Conner, dean of the
Psychology Department, said
his department lost two senior
faculty members to retirement
but both would continue teaching part-time. Conner said the
retirement presented no serious
problems to the department,
which received program excellence awards from the Ohio
Board of Regents in 1963, but "it
will take us a while to adjust."
• See Academic, page 6

Kucinich hopes to walk to governor's mansion
CLEVELAND (AP) - With eight
months until the state's primary
election, Cleveland Councilman
Dennis J. Kucinich yesterday said
he will walk across Ohio in his
campaign
impaign to defeat incumbent Gov.
RiiIchardCCeleste.
Kucinich, 38, kicked off his campaign with a speech at the Polish
Women's Hall in his home neighborhood. About 200 of his friends and
supporters were there to cheer him
on.

"As an expression of solidarity
with the people of Ohio, as a
statement of the down-to-earth leadership I offer, I will begin my campaign for governor by walking a 450mile route through the state of
Ohio," Kucinich said. "I will go
directly to the people. I am of them
and I will be in their midst."
Kucinich said his walk will begin
tomorrow in Cincinnati but refused
to provide specifics of the route
except to say he will go through
business districts, residential neigh-

borhoods and rural areas.
KUCINICH'S IMMEDIATE plans
included campaign appearances in
Canton and Youngstown last night,
and a news conference in Columbus
today on the steps of the Statehouse.
Kucinich yesterday said his campaign will focus on economic issues.
"The state has so much money, so
much power, that it uses it against
its own people. Witness the plans to
build a prison in the CoUinwood
neighborhood of Cleveland," he
said.

"One of the major thrusts of my
economic program for this state will
be to revive steel, rubber and those
manufacturing capabilities which
made Ohio the nation's industrial
backbone.
"When factories are let to close
and then are turned into prisons in
residential areas where unemployement is high, it is a confession of
failure."
Celeste, speaking at a news conference yesterday in Cleveland, was
asked about the Kucinich candi-

Party chief slams candidate
Former mayor
has bad record,
lacks loyalty

nomination and even challenged
Kucinich's party loyalty.

copy editor

Ruvolo had already let it be
known that Celeste would be the
Democrats' nominee next November and any challenge to the
endorsement would not be welcomed.

State Democratic Chairman
James Ruvolo criticized Cleveland Councilman Dennis Kucinich yesterday for running
against Gov. Richard Celeste for
the Democratic gubernatorial

While critical of the Celeste
administration, Kucinich will
have difficulty running on his
own record as mayor of Cleveland, Ruvolo said, "including
leading Cleveland to the edge

by Brian R. Ball

and over the edge of bankruptcy."
"Dennis isn't much of a Democrat and he's not much of a
Democratic challenge," Ruvolo
said.
Kucinich trails Celeste by 30
points among Democrats in both
candidates'home base, Cuyahoga County (Cleveland), he
said. He characterized Kucinich's chances as "slim and
none."
Kucinich told The BG News
Monday evening mat he was the

candidate that could unify divided Ohio Democrats and successfully defeat the Republican
challenger. Ruvolo said the
party wasn't split and Kucinich
couldn't even be the cause of a
split
"Dennis Kucinich's candidacy
wont split the party because the
party will be overwhelmingly
and enthusiastically for Dick
Celeste," he said.
Neither Gov. Celeste nor his
press secretary. Brian Usher,
could be reached for comment.

California 'Night Stalker'charged
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Richard Ramirez, the drifter arrested In the "Night Stalker"
serial slayings that terrorized
California, was charged yesterday with murder and seven
other felony counts including
burglary, robbery and sexual
Ramirez, 25, was charged
with the May 14 murder of William Doi, 66, who was shot in the
face In his surburban Monterey
Park home, and the sexual assault of Doi's wife.
Ramirez answered "yes"
three times in a loud and clear
voice as he confirmed his identity, waived his right to enter a
plea and waived his right to a
preliminary hearing in 10 days.
"We've bad only the briefest
period to discuss wtth Mr. Ramirez the defense of his

Deputy Public Defender David
Meyer said in asking for a delay
in entering the plea.
Municipal Court Judge Elway
Soper ordered Ramirez to appear Sept. 9 to enter a plea.
There is no bail in the case.
AN INVESTIGATION was
continuing into 14 slayings
linked to the attacker, said Los
Angeles County District Attorney Ira Reiner.
" Assuming the evidence warrants, we wfll be filing additional charges within the next
couple of weeks," he said. "We
have sufficient evidence to convince us that the majority of
these crimes were, in fact, committed by the same person.
"However, I would caution
you that not all of these cases
are necessarily attributable to
the same person," Reiner said.

Ramirez was charged with
one count of burglary and robbery for the break-in at the Doi
home, and one count each of
rape, sodomy, forced oral copulation and murder.
One count each of burglary
and robbery also were filed tor a
May 9 intrusion into the borne of
Clara Cecilia HadsaU. No age or
address was given for the
woman.
Ramirez was arrested Saturday in East Los Angeles after
being chased and beaten by a
crowd that prevented him from
trying to steal a car. He Is under
constant surveillance in a highsecurity section of Los Angeles
County Jail.
IN ORANGE County, Chief
Deputy District Attorney James
Enright said he was awaiting
reports on an Aug. IS attack in
Mission Vlejo in which a man

was shot and wounded and his
fiancee raped. Enright said possible charges could include attempted murder, assault with a
deadly weapon, rape, robbery
and burglary.
Ramirez had already been
served with arrest warrants
from Orange and San Francisco
counties. The one from San
Francisco alleges murder in the
Aug. 16 shooting of accountant
Peter Pan.
An unidentified police source
told the Los Angeles Herald Examiner that although Satanic
symbols were found in at least
two homes where the killer
struck, authorities are discounting devil worship as a motive.
Deputy District Attorney
Philip Halpln, the prosecutor
assigned to the case, said Satanism is not a top priority for
investigators working the case.

dacy.
"I'm a great believer in the Democratic political process," Celeste
said. "I love the job of governor. I'm
not surprised other people want the
job. Let them all run."
KNOWN FOR his fiery rhetoric,
Kucinich's political star rose
quickly in 1977 when, at age 30, he
became Cleveland's mayor, only to
see his two-year term shattered by
controversies and Cleveland's
Sunge into fiscal default to six of
e city's banks.

Abuse prevention
team organizes
by JOB nwiuan
staff reporter
An A-year-old woman was
taken to St Vincent's Medical
Center (SVMC). Toledo,
early last year because of
sexual and physical abuse.
She wasn't the victim of a
mugging and rape in an alley
or on a city street - she had
been attacked by members of
bar family who were her
court-appointed guardians.
Jane (not her real name),
died in May of tins year, said
JuUe Coyle, social worker at
the center. In 1MI, Jane had
been placed in her family's
gtsarduuship because of her
deteriorating mental condition attar her husband's
death. lb subsequent /ears,
other mwnbeis of her family
contested the gusrdumsnip,
Coyte sail
Jane's story, and the subsequent outrage of the medical
center stall, has provided
inspiration for the center's
Adult Protective Team
(APT), which was organized
tins month, said Coyle, a
member of the team.
If the team determines
abase baa occurred, tile socteJ worker coordinates the
ptsa of action to resolve the
fiilatiwoliiiMil, she said.
"The sodal worker will do
4US

tQUXaatwSt£ lOVQStlalMlOB

and than refer to other dadpanes on the team aa

needed," she said Any team
member can be the referral
person.
PRESENTLY ON the APT
are representatives from various areas of the SVMC, including personnel from the
emergency department and
in-patient nursing, in-hotae
security, a clinical dietician,
social and legal services representatives and a physician.
The team offers 24-hour coverage for persons at the medical center, Coyle said.
It Is the first hospital-based
system in the state. Coyle
said. A goal of the APT is to
inform medical center staff
and area m»ftti««i professionals about ways to recognise
and help the abused, neglected or exploited elderly.
According to Jane's niece,
Mary (not her real name),
"We were denied access to
Jane by her guardians so we
had no idea what was happening toner. It was not until she
was actually admitted to the
hoaptta: that we realised what
had been happening."
"Whhtbenetoofthe Social
Services Department and the
si. vtneeni we were ante to
remove her from the can of
the people who bad abased
her and have her cared for in
a owslng home," Mary said.
guardians were never prosecoted far their irUscondact
because authnrirtei said
there was no clear-cot case.
•See Tease, page 6.

Editorial
Pension extreme
Tf you want a retirement with no money worries,
Xjust become president of the United States.
That's providing, of course, that you wouldn't feel
guilty accepting exhorbitant amounts of money and
Benefits from a nation with a trillion-dollar debt.
The three living former presidents should feel
guilty for costing taxpayers more than $26 million
last year, a figure reported recently in the National
Journal
Some shocking costs were included in the breakdown, including:
'72,000 in phone bills.
1,000 apiece in stamps.
I million apiece in Secret Service protection.
Each ex-president is assigned 24 agents in a day eight per shift. (Qualified kudos to former president Richard Nixon, who has just finally given up
his protection after using up $24 million to pay
guards.)
Presidential libraries are another big cost, expected to eat up $20.5 million in 1986. Unfortunately,
former presidents aren't the only ones anxious to
spend taxpayers' money on the libraries.
The Reagan administration has said it supports
House efforts to gradually reduce the spending on
presidential libraries - for Reagan's successors.
The Reagan library, planned for Stanford University in California, is expected to cost $45 million.
During the summer, the House approved an
amendment to reduce funds for office and staff
expenses from $300,000 during the first four years
to $250,000 for the next four and $200,000 thereafter.
It also approved a bill that would require private
sector sponsors to set up endowments to help
underwrite the costs of presidential libraries.
Both efforts by the House are commendable, and
we hope the Senate and Reagan will agree.
Meanwhile, we wish Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford
and Jimmy Carter would be a little more reasonable about their phone calls and stamp consumption.
Ford and Carter could also follow Nixon's steps in
canceling their Secret Service protection, maybe
even paying for guards out of their roughly $86,000
annual pension. After all, who ever heard of an expresident being assassinated?

What's a man to do?
by Art Buchwald
Just when I get my latent
male chauvinist pig feelings under control, the new fashions
come out and I'm back to where
I started.
The latest trend, if I understand it, is toward the pajama
look with see-through fabric
placed in areas you're not supposed to see. The backs are
bare, and the midriffs are exposed.
One has to assume that these
clothes wouldn't have been designed unless the manufacturers
thought women would buy them.
And if this is the case, where do
we men who have been trying to
stop thinking of women as sex
objects stand?
It is a terrible dilemma and
one I don't think the Women's
Lib people are facing up to. For
example, not long ago I went to a
dinner party in Washington prepared to behave as the perfect
liberated male. I was going to
treat my dinner partners as
human beings who had minds of
their own and opinions on the
subjects of the day that should
be listened to.
Unfortunately, the person on
my right was wearing a black
net paiama top with a neckline
that plunged down to heaven
knows where. The blouse was
held up by two tiny straps that
looked as if they would break at
any moment.
The person on my left was
wearing what appeared to be a
sheer scarf wrapped in such a
way that her bosom was pushed
up and out halfway across her
soup plate.
Now you have to admit it's
pretty difficult to discuss the
president's tax plan when
you're faced with this kind of
situation.
My heart said, "These women
have brains. Find out what
they're thinking." But my eyes
kept wandering down to areas

other than their heads.
I wanted to discuss the Geneva arms talks and the trade
deficit with the person on my
right, but all I kept thinking
was: / wonder what would happen if one of those tiny straps
broke while she was reaching
for a piece of roast Iamb?
I then turned to the person on
my left to get such evil thoughts
out of my head. I was going to
ask her what she thought about
the situation in Nicaragua, but I
noticed that the scarf she was
wearing had shifted and there
was even more cleavage showing than when she had sat down.
T was so ashamed of myself
because I forgot all about Nicaragua, which I'm sure she would
have been delighted to talk to
me about.
I turned back to the person
with the two itty-bitty straps.
She had her back to me, which
was bare all the way down to her
lower spine. It just didn't seem
to be the right tune to talk about
food stamps.
How, I pondered, can / show
these people that I am interested
in their minds when I have so
little to work with? I would have
fiven anything to have Gloria
teinem at my table to tell me
what to do.
As I looked around the room, I
noticed that all the men seemed
to be having the same trouble.
We were trying to make up for
years of injustice and ignorance
in our male attitudes toward the
opposite sex, and they were
doing everything to thwart us.
God knows we've all been sinners and most men are trying to
change their attitudes toward
women. But when you have
nothing but bare back and cleavage to stare at during dinner,
how on earth can any man keep
his mind on Henry Kissinger?
Buchwald Is a syndicated columnist from the Los Angeles
Times.
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A telethon without Jerry?
by Phillip B. Wilson
While I was sitting around this
past humid Labor Day, watching the Muscular Dystrophy
telethon, I had an interesting
thought.
Would the annual telethon survive without Jerry Lewis?
Who could possibly replace
him as the ring master of the
Labor Day fund-raiser?
Two of my roommates think
I'm nuts for even worrying
about it. Why bother? They ask.
Ill tell you why. If the telethon
is as important to you as it is to
many other millions of Americans who pledge each year and
to those who benefit from the
money, then why wouldn't you
want to plan for the future?
Relying on Jerry to always be
there is like relying on your
parents to foot the bill for your
college education when they
can't really afford it. You'll get
away with it for only so long
before you have to assume some
of the responsibility.
Jerry has shouldered the responsiblility and helped thousands of MD victims for years.
Who will take over when Jerry is
gone?
My first suggestions are obvious, try out Ed McMahon or
Casey Kasem. They've been
there, they know what it takes to
stick it out through the telethon.
Both are seasoned veterans
when it comes to hosting programs and we've grown accustomed to seeing their faces with
Jerry's anyway.
But these guys just won't cut
it. McMahon and Kasem are
only as funny as their cue cards.
They don't possess that something extra that Jerry seems to
have. We'd have a hard time
picturing them in the spotlight
anyway.

to picture a Bob Barker with
baggy red eyes. I know I cant.
Lei's look at some of Jerry's
good friends.
Dean Martin might be able to
do it if he wasn't lounging
around sipping cool drinks ana
smelling exotic flowers all day. I
haven't seen Martin away from
those sunny west coast landscapes in years. Even when he
does his specials now and then,
they'll show a lot of shots of him
at his oasis.
Frank Sinatra would be one of
my more popular choices because of those crowd appealing
baby blue eyes and all around
stage sense. He can sing well
and loves the audience. He'd
capture them with his famous
scores "My Way" and "When
You're Young At Heart." Still,
he's not that funny - another cue
card man.
Why not have as many of the
MD victims as possible narrate
the show. What better way to
bring out the generosity in a
person than to see these people
who have suffered so much get
up on stage and talk you into
pledging? I know, as little

money as I have, I couldn't
handle more than one emotional
testimony before I pledged.
Who else is there, really? Hundreds of popular Las Vegas and
Hollywood movie and rock
stars?
How about this? The 100th
Annual Honorary Jerry Lewis
Labor Day Live-Aid Concert
hosted by Diana Ross (Miss
Vegas herself) and Lionel
Ritchie. That way more and
more money would pour into the
research labs each year and we
could name the concert in honor
of Jerry for his years of dedication in lighting MD.
ALL RIGHT! It's a bad idea,
my roommates are hanging
themselves begging me to stop.
Listen guys, if you've got something better, let's hear about it!
Even if telethon executives, or
Lewis himself, are planning for
the future of the MD cause by
searching for a successor to
carry the annual show, the fact
is Jerry Lewis may be irreplaceable.

The real issue at hand is one of
irony, for it deals with survival
not substitution. The key word is
survival, because without Lewis. wiD the telethon or the
entire MD cause persevere?
With Lewis gone, will Labor Day
weekend become just another
holiday and school break? Can it
be kept alive for the same reasons he spent most of his life
working for? Without Lewis,
would the show become that
much more commercial, leading away from the sincerity we
have come to expect from the
telethon's illustrious host?
I think it might.
Lewis has obviously devoted
much of his life to raising money
for muscular dystrophy. His
telethon is not merely a fundraising event, it's a summer
tradition. But he is only human he can't go on forever. And when
he dies, I'm afraid the telethon,
as well as the hopes of many MD
sufferers, may die with him.
Wilson, a Junior journalism
major from Fostoria, is a staff
reporter for the News.

How about today's favorite
game show host, Bob Barker?
He's probably the most popular
guy in America among morning
TV viewers. The only problem I
have with Barker is that he
always looks well rested, very
suave and sophisticated, and I
could never picture him making
it past the twelfth hour of that
grueling telethon weekend. Try

Letters
I've heard Hamburg
outside of Ohio
I enjoyed reading CraigHergert's amusing article on Ohio's
state symbols and culture (BG
News, Aug. 30). I would like to
correct one misconception however. Hergert says that "before
I came to Ohio ... I had never
once heard of a hamburg.
Never. Only in Ohio." While that
may be true, the hamburg has in
fact been heard of for over 100
years. Mathews' Dictionary of
Americanisms cites its use in
the Boston Journal of February
16,1884. Indeed, it appears to be
the precursor of our modern
term "hamburger."
I thought to question Herbert's
assertion only because, when I
moved from Philadelphia to Rochester N.Y. many years ago, I
was struck by the use of the
term "hamburg" there - the
Rochesterians don't know what
a "hamburger" is. They also
don't know what a hot doe is they refer to this item as either a
"red hot" or a "white hot" The
red hot is more or less like a
mid western hot dog; the white
hot I am not able to explain,
except that I reckoned its contents to be either bear meat or
weasel, depending on what was
in season.
Would anyone care to take up
the challenge of explaining the
derivation of the term "hot
dog"?
William Miller
Acting Dean of Libraries and
Learning Resources

"Sting" operation
was an overreaction

you are, should be concerned
about is that this University saw
fit to involve itself in a clandestine "sting" operation in answer
to a complaint filed with the
University's public safety department wherein, according to
the August 29th Toledo Blade, "
... a 23 year-old Bowing Green
man reported he was in a first
floor men's room in University
Hall about 1 p.m. July 16 when
one and possibly two men looked
over the top of one of the toilet
stalls in the restroom. The man
also reported that he saw two
pairs ot legs In one stall."
My question to you is this: If
these vague allegations are
enough to prompt the University
to mount an undercover operation that results in 10 arrests
(and probably the ruination of
many more lives) for what is
essentially a victimless crime,
then who among you are safe?
As far as I'm concerned this
stunning overreaction by our
administrators sets an ominous
precedent for our campus. And
when President Olscamp adds,
"The University has taken the
necessary steps to ensure that
proper behavior occurs on campus," be only adds to my concern. Just what does the vague,
yet disturbing term "proper behavior" entail? Where will campus security "ensure" it next?
In your dorm? Your classroom?
Your workplace? If you agree
with me that these police state
tactics have no place on a university campus, then let your
voice be heard. Or some day
soon big brother may be watching you.
Steve Hesske
English Department

BLOOM COUNTY
Whether you condone homosexuality, find it the most reprehesible thing on the face of the earth
or are totally indifferent to it,
you are losing sight of the larger
issue involved in the recent arrests. All of the gossip, speculation and conjecture I've read
and heard has to do with
whether the 10 men arrested are
guilty or innocent and/or what
exactly they are guilty of. But
this is far, far beside the point.
What I am concerned about
and what you, no matter who

Classified staff
unhappy with raise
Dear Editor:
Psalm of Olscamp
Olscamp is not my shepherd, I
shall always want,
He leadeth me closer to the
welfare line,
He restoreth my knowledge that
the trustees don't know who
really needs the raise;
I fear no evil, for thou art richer
than me,
Thou annointest my wages with
tiny raises and insults,
My expenses runneth over my
income, but his income runneth
way over his expenses.

our belief that he is doing a fine
job at this University." Does
that mean that by our tiny raise
mat we are doing less than a fine
Job? That Is what it sounds like
to us. Despite the fact that we
got a significantly smaller (putting it mildly) raise, we still feel
that we give 110% to the students. Don't you?
We are not expressing our
feelings for President Olscamp
personally. We are expressing
our feelings about the fact that
be earns 430.000 more than the
governor of the State of Ohio for
whatever it is he's supposed to

do.

,

Shirley Woesiner
Harshman Cafeteria Employee
(and proud to be one!)

Surely hard living and poverty
shall follow me,

Respond

And I shall live in a rented bouse
forever.

The BG News editorial
page is your campus forum.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, double-spaced and signed. Your
address and phone number
must be included.
The News reserves the
right to reject submissions
that are in bad taste, malicious or libelous.
All submissions are subject
to condensation.
Please address submissions to:

I'm glad I'm at BGSU
I'm glad that I am free
But I wish I was a doggie
And Olscamp was a tree!
This is the overall concensus
of the classified employees. We
only want to ask: What can be
find to spend all that money on
in this lifetime? He pays no rent,
buys no car, has maid and gardner service furnished. Then
WHAT?
Also, Trustee William
Spengler was quoted as saying
that by giving Olscamp the
raise, mat "It's an tadicaUon of

Editorial Editor
The BG News
ZH West Hall

by Berke Breathed
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Library donation comic relief Minority youths
help scientists

by Janet Pavasko
naff reporter

A 4,000 piece comic book collection valued at $15,000 was
recently donated to the University's Popular Culture Library.
"We were fortunate to receive
the donation, which added to our
present collection of 15,000,"
said David Martz, head of the
Popular Culture Library.
"Comic book collecting is a serious, expensive hobby."
Martz said it is not uncommon
for a comic book to be worth
$300.
"The very early editions of a
popular comic series such as XMen and The Avengers are
rare," he said. "Underground
comics, which are of adult content and are crude in nature
compared to comics published
by a major publisher, are also
considered rare comics."
Martz said comic books are
important in society because
they tell us the way we would
like things to be.
"Comics are the dreams that
Americans dream when they
are awake, they are fantasies
put on paper," he said. "Comics
are very educational because we
can question why society needs
to read about superheroes and
villains.
According to Martz, comic
books grew out of the newspaper
comics' "heyday" in the 1920s.
"THE FIRST comic books,
which cost about 10 cents, satirized day-to-day situations, such
as Blondie and Dagwood,"
Martz said. "Comics of that era
also characterized American

by Caroline Langer
staff reporter

Seven minority high school
students spent the summer
working as apprentices to
university scientists as part
of a special program sponsored by the University and
the National Institute of
Health.
The program, in its fifth
year, is expected to encourage students who have already shown an interest in
science to pursue a sciencerelated career in college and
thereby increase the pool of
minority scientists, Christopher Dunn, director of research services, said.
"One of the reasons the
federal government sponsors
this project is because there
is a nationwide shortage of
trained minority scientists
and medical professionals.
This program hopes to influence minorities into studying
these fields," Dunn said.
BG News/Kevin Hopkins

virtues of honesty and hard
work."
"As the roles of women in
society have changed, so have
their roles in comic books," he
said. Female characters are no
longer portrayed as helpless,
with several super strong fe-

When It's gotta be pizza It's got to be
sub* and salads, too. According to a BGSU
preference survey, students prefer Pizza to hamburgers. According to National Restaurant Association tests. Pizza Is the better nutritional value.
The BG News survey (5/85) rated Pisanello's Pizza
the BEST in Bowling Green. Give us a chance to
create a meal or a snack for you.

male characters like She-Hulk
and Shanna, he said.
Martz saiid today's comic
books, which cost anywhere
from 60 cents to $5, are fantasies
and science fiction which stretch
our imagination by using wild
art and unbelievable charac-

ters.
Martz said comic books were
most popular in the 1950s but
were dampened by television.
"Today it can be argued that
music videos are a comic book
in another form," Martz said.

"The students progress
through experience. They
come to understand how
learning and doing science is
more than a textbook experience ... They come to understand that that is the purpose
of education - to learn for
yourself," Dunn said.
The students, all from
northwest Ohio, were chosen
by a competitive process and
needed a strong high school
"track record" to be eligible,
Dunn said.
Funding - which provided
for supplies, lab equipment
and stipends for the students
- came from the National
Institutes of Health, with additional funding from the
American Chemical Society.

$2 OFF i $1 OFF 8 50* OFF
Any large 16" pizza
with TWO or more items
aEkopsaoi
' >""

OPIN4

ONI COUPON P««

pm

Pino

352-5166

VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.G.

♦

THE STUDENTS served as
the research assistants to
seven different professors for
ongoing projects in the areas
of psychology, chemistry, biology and speech communication.
The projects included a
study of fruit fly chromosomes to learn more about

David Martz

the causes of genetic defects
in humans, an examination in
the way stuttering and nonstuttering children hear
sound, research designed to
measure oxygen uptake from
human blood cells and an
investigation of how the normal mechanisms regulating
cell growth fail in the caseof
cancer cells.
The apprentices received a
realistic, in-depth look at the
field of research by working
on the faculty research protects about 40 hours a week
or nine to 10 weeks, Dunn
said.

Any medium 13" pizza
with TWO or more items
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Did you come
to school._
unprepared?
If you did, there's good news!
Just show us your Student I.D. and you'll get an extra
10% discount*on everything you forgot at home.

.

t7R6VC0
DISCOUNT DRUG

TM

COrmOMT (ItHP MVCO OS., INC.
'(Only B.O.S.U. SludOll ID'S Quality For 10* Dlacountl
OOM Not Apply lo Alcohol, Tobacco Product* Film Products, Magazinaa or Son Orlnaa

BOWLING GREEN • Crossroads Plaza 1135 S. Main Street • 354-3911 • Open Mon-^at 9-9 • Sun 10-6
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Academic

Continued
KENDALL RAKER, dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences.1
■aid a "significant proportion'
of the college's 25 faculty members had opted for the supplemental retirement deal.
"We are of course disappointed to lose all the experience
that is represented by the faculty that has retired," Baker
said, although he did not foresee
any difficulties since "many will
be teaching classes in the fall
and spring.'
The Office of Academic Affairs identified the College of
Arts and Sciences and the Col! of Education as the hardest
the retirements. Gerald
, interim dean of ed-

from page 1.
ucation, could not be reached for
comment.
William McGraw, dean of the
Firelands campus in Huron,
Ohio, said his college had not
experienced any retirements although there were 16 new faculty members hired last year.
McGraw said Firelands had 30
to 35 full-time faculty members.
"That amount of turnover
isn't good," he said, adding that
Firelands had many departments with only one faculty
member.
"It takes a while for one (new)
person to learn (the department)," he said. "In a large
department you usually have
back-ups."

Ice cream vendor licks profits
by Phillip B. Wilson
staff reporter

She had her son's best interest
at heart but things just didn't
workout.. .for him.
Answering an advertisement
in the Bowling Green SentinelTribune, Darlene Shoemaker, of
20151 East Locust St. in Weston,
had found a summer Job for her
son. He would be an ice cream
salesman, riding a bike around
town peddling summer treats
from Hay through October.
The problem was that Tim, 14,
didn't do well in the ice cream

Student Recreation Center
Sign Up For The Following Activities

selling business and was ridiculed by his classmates. It was
at that time the salesperson in
Mom took over.
"He wasn't doing so good, so I
decided I was going to get up on
that bike and try, and I did.^she
recalls. "I've been in sales for
years. My father used to own a
grocery store."
Shoemaker's success drew
immediate attention from her
employers, who have put her in
charge of selling ice cream in
this area.
HAV-A-BAR, an ice cream
company from Flint. Mich.,
Sve her the manager's job for
! Bowling Green area four
years ago.
"I started doing so good that
the company called me," Shoemaker said. "I told them that
when I get motivated about
something, look out."
Since men, she has made numerous changes, including
cruiting her husband DellIbert

Shoemaker into ice cream sales,
rewriting the travel routes and
only ordering popular ice
cream, regardless of what the
said. She recently
own local storage
space in town. In a year the
Shoemakers
will be riding
motorbikes on
their routes,
covering the
Bowling Green
area
the t ro of
them.
Delbert
Shoemaker
also works the
11 p.m. to 7 DericjM StrOMMker
a.m. shift at
the Imperial Clevite car company in Napoleon. He plans to
retire in three years, out said
that sometimes the dual responsibility can be exhausting.
"His doctor told him a few
years ago that he needed exercise," his wife said. "I think he

gets enough now.'' Delbert Shoemaker, 61, has diabetes.
Darlene Shoemaker, 57, who
has high blood pressure, said
riding more than six hours a day
has made her feel stronger. She
attributes her perseverence to
her relationship with God.
"I COULDNT do all of this
without the Lord," she said.
"Only He knows how much ice
cream I have to aeU so I talk to
Him before I go out every day."
As manager of the local business, she handles all the paper
work and decides how much ice
cream to take out in a day.
Darlene Shoemaker said there
is no real secret to her good
fortune other than just being
herself.
"I don't feel like pushing people," she said. "As a salesman,
you'U go a lot farther if you
aren't aggressive. Even if they
don't buy any ice cream 111 still
say 'hi.'"

8 am - 5 pm — Office; after 5 — Control Desk Sept. 9-13
Learn-To-Swim (Saturday, Sept. 14 - Nov. 23) Fee $6.00
No class Saturday. Oct. 26

10
10
IS
IS
15
IS
15
1S
10

Wit* babies
Goldfish
Pr»-8eginn»rs
Beginners (Under 6)
Beginners (Owr 6)
Advanced Beginners
Intermediates
Swimmers
Diving

Time
9-9:30am
9:40-10:10tm
10:20-10:50am
11:15-Noon
9:15-10am
9:15-10im
9:15-1 Oam
1fc2Ml:.5am
10:20-11:15im

Location
Andrews Pool
Andrews Pool
Andrews Pool
Andrews Pool
Cooper Pool
Cooper Pool
Cooper Pool
Cooper Pool
Cooper Pool

20

Adults (916-11/181

7-8pm Mondays

Cooper Pool

_

Theraputic Swim
(9/16-12/13)

8:3O-9:30am
Mon, Wed, Fri

Andrews Pool

Class Size

SCUBA

iMl

The popular NAUI Openwater I Scuba Diver course will be offered this Fall. Learn the fun and
excitement of this underwater sport the safe way. NAUI certification upon completion of the course.
Sept. 12 • Nov. 14 on Tuesday and Thursday nights from 7-10pm.
Swimming skills required.

Howard's club H
* VOTED BEST BAR IN B.G. *

One night only . .

Two floors of casual, dressy, and professional looks
for men and women. Big looks. Little prices. With a
special emphasis on pure silks, cottons, cashmeres,
designer jeans, great accessories, and shoes.

Tonight!
Wednesday. Sept. 4
210 N. MAIN

Downstairs - women
•Hand-knit cotton sweaters $24.00
•Other cotton sweaters $18.00 and $21.00
•Cashmere/angora-blend sweaters $29.00
•20% - 30% off reg. dress prices, including Albert Nipon
•25X off Fall jewelry

•Junior leather casual shoes $19.99
•Leather jackets priced at $59.00 and $99.00
•Plus scarves, handbags, Swiss watches, belts, legwear, lingerie, and more!

Upstairs - men
•Bill Blass suits $179.00
•Christian Dior suits $199.00
•Austin Reed suits $179.00
•Pure silk ties $9.00
•Free alterations on suits
•Phis socks, shoes, shirts, umbrellas, sweaters, casual wear, belts, and more!

Seasons & Styles
123 South Main near Four Corners in Downtown Bowling Green
Open Monday - Saturday 10-9 and Sunday 12-6

NO COVER

®U Fog***
Pizza • Pasta • Subs

Free delivery alter 11 a.m.
945 S.Maln
352-7571

Free 32 oz.
Mug of Coke
with any 7" Sub
Free Delivery w/coupon

Try our fabulous subs and keep (his 32 oz. plasiic collectors Coke Mug
full of Coke free. Offer limited while supplies lasi

.........................4

Free quart of
Coke with any Large Pizza
PAGLIAIS

Grand Opening Specials

by Phillip B. Wilson
staff reporter

CRUCIAL DEC

4TBEO

Grand Opening
today through Saturday!

Water tower
nearing
completion

We Deliver

352-7571 I

The Carter Park water tower
is more than halfway completed. Public Works Director
David Barber told city council in
his report last night.
The director told councU that
construction on the steel shell
has reached ninety feet, thirty
feet shy of its completion. Upon
fliushlng the shell, the fifty foot
bulb, which will contain the wa*
tor, will be built.
Barber said he hopes to have
the structure built in sixteen
weeks but added that it will not
be painted until May and won't
be serviceable until probably
June or July.
IN ANOTHER related construction matter, Barber said
the million dollar Manville Avenue project will begin its reconstruction today with the
contractors blasting the street.
The contractors were delayed on
their blasting due to the extensive time token by the city to
relocate the underground utility
lines on that street, he said.
Councilman David Elsass
questioned Barber about the expected October completion date
of the Manville project, wondering if contractors have begun
their wort too fax behind schedule.
"I cant guarantee that it
won't be done (by winter),"
Barber said. "We hope so."
In an unrelated announcement, Barber informed council
of the Sept 29 city park event
called "Community day." The
festivities will begin at 1 p.m.
and tickets may be purchased at
most area financial institutions,
Barber said.

TAKE MILS 101
IS THIS ANY TIME TO THINK
ABOUT ARMY ROTC?
It's the perfect time.
You're a freshman, right'And you want
to make college a real learning experience?
Well ROTC can add a valuable
dimension to your college education A
dimension of leadership and management training And thatll make your
degree worth more.
ROTC offers scholarship and
financial opportunities, too.

Plus, the opportunity to graduate
with a commission and
begin your future as an
officer.
For more information, contact your
Professor of Military
• Science.

ARMY ROTC
BCAUYOUCANBC

Contact
Capt. Dave Wolf
at
Dept. of
Military Science,
372-8880.

B.G.S.U. STUDENTS
COST CUTTER
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Kroger (Assorted Varieties)

Assorted Varieties

BANQUET
POT PIES

RAMEN PRIDE
NOODLES
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49<
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Except Beef)

MACARONI
CHEESE
Bom

99
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Kroft Dinner
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Boits
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Kroger

STAR-KIST |
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Chunk Light (In Oil or Water)

CHARMIN
BATH TISSUE
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BAHQUET
DINNERS
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Kroger

(Assorted Varieties)

Extra Lean 100% Pure
(4-lb. Pkg. or Larger)

Cal ii ornia Thompson

2% LOWFAT
MILK

YURI
YOGURT

"MORE-BEEF"
GROUND BEEF

SEEDLESS
WHITE GRAPES

Plastic
Gallon
Jut

Renting a Movie is
Great Home
Entertainment For
B.G.S.U. STUDENTS!

NOW CHOOSE FROM A
LARGE SELECTIOH OF
VIDEOS WITH

NO MEMBERSHIP FEE!
Choose from over 300 movies
including the following:
•TEACHERS
•MR. MOM
•HALLOWEEN 11II
•AIRPLANE

•STRIPES

•WAR GAMES
•48 HOURS
•PURPLE RAIN
•JAWS

Go Krogering
ADVf RTISf 0 ITIM POLICY foe* of I*WM oowtiod itomr, V* roo—«d to to roofMv . .
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DAILY MOVIE
DAILY
RENTALS!
CASSETTE
REHTALS

ONE
MOVIE

*r
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Elsewhere
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Plane evacuation tests criticized

Titanic wreck found intact

WASHINGTON (AP) - Amid criticism that government-required
evacuation testa for Jetliners often bear little reaemblence to the
problems faced in a crash, the Federal Aviation Administration is
considering an overhaul of its rules.
Before a Jetliner may carry passengers, the government must be
convinced a full plane can be evacuated in 90 seconds. But flight
attendants, members of Congress and safety experts say the tests
are often contrived to meet the regulations and give little assurance
of what can be expected in an accident.
The FAA, acknowledging it is time for "a rigorous reassessment"
of its evacuation regulations and bow manufacturers and airlines
abide by them, began four days of meetings yesterday in Seattle to
take testimony.

BOSTON (AP) - The sunken Titanic is remarkably intact with a
hull "like a museum piece," but any salvage attempts would
desecrate the graveslte of the more man 1.500 people who died when
It went down, said the first man to view the wreckage yesterday.
Robert BaUard, chief scientist of the joint U.S.-French venture
that found the oceanliner on Sunday.
"The ship was pretty intact and upright.. .."said Nancy Green, a
public relations assistant at Woods Hole.
Shelley Lauzon, public relations director at Woods Hole, spoke
with BaUard in a snip-to-shore telephone call to the Navy research
vessel Knorr.
The Titanic was believed to have carried a fortune in passengers'
jewels and other valuables in the purser's safe.
But Ballard told Lauzon any attempt to salvage the wreck would
be"ridiculous," and instead proposed making it a marine memorial.
As for ownership of the wreck, anyone who salvages valuables
from an underwater shipwreck can file a claim in admiralty court.
The court will protect the claim while it determines whether to allow
the claimant to keep the valuables, a portion of the valuables or
expenses in salvaging.

Superintendent sought for system
CLEVELAND (AP) - The president of the Cleveland school board
said yesterday that he hoped to announce a replacement for
Frederick Holliday, the former city school superintendent who
committed suicide in January.
The 76,000-student school system, the largest in Ohio, has been
without a permanent superintendent since the Jan. 26 suicide of
Holliday, who had been head of the school system since November
lMt
The four choices are Alfred Tutela, interim superintendent;
Wanda Jean Green, a special assistant to the superintendent;
Ronald Boyd, deputy superintendent of the Los Angeles County
Schools in Compton, Calif.; and Merrill Grant, former Tucson, Ariz.,
superintendent.

School districts face labor strife
CAMPBELL, Ohio - (AP) Teachers and non-teaching employees
of the Campbell public school district went on strike yesterday in
separate contract disputes, while talks continued between the Akron
school board and teachers who decided last night whether to strike.
The Akron Education Association, which represents some 2,000
teachers, has recommended a strike today, the first day of classes
for the district's 33,000 students.
The teachers reported yesterday for a work day but set a 7 p.m.
meeting on a strike vote.
The teachers on Sunday overwhelmingly approved a wage-andbenefit package recommended by a three-member panel formed
after negotiations reached a stalemate. But the school board, while
backing the pay raises, refused to endorse some benefit items,
saying the board could not afford them.
Starting pay for teachers currently is $16,160: the maximum pay
with 12 years experience is $30,130. The proposed pact would provide
a 4.5 percent raise this year, 5.5 percent next year and 6 percent the
third year.

shuttle completes repair mission
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. (AP) - Space shuttle
Discovery's triumphant astronauts landed safely by dawn's early
light yesterday, completing a "near-perfect" repair mission in
space that revived a lifeless (85 million satellite.
Mission commander Joe Engle and pilot Dick Covey guided the
100-ton craft to a landing on a dry lakebed runway, ending a weeklong, 2.9 million-mile voyage.
Jesse Moore, director of NASA's space shuttle program, said he
was delighted with the mission that included the T'Jump start"
salvage of the Syncom 3 satellite and the successful launch of three
other satellites.

Team

School
of HPER Presents...
SPECIAL WEEKEND WORKSHOP

Free admission on your birthday
for you and up to 5 friends.

"A survey of fad dances
in the twentieth century"

Information line

- October 4,5,6 -

865-1491

$25 fee for non-students
for 1 hour credit, register for RED 395

372-2395

ATTENTI

• From page 1.
He said he was not questioning
the abilities of the new faculty
members, only pointing out the
loss of experience that went with
the retirements.
The net loss in faculty would
mean less time for research,
larger class size and less time
for Individual instruction, Blinn
said.
"My feeling is that we should
have replaced people on a oneto-one basis, especially since the
University is going to emphasize
a graduate program." be said.
Robert Conner, dean of the
Psychology Department, said
his department lost two senior
faculty members to retirement
but both would continue teaching part-time. Conner said the
retirement presented no serious
problems to the department,
which received program excellence awards from the Ohio
Board of Regents in 1983, but "it
will take us a while to adjust."

KENDALL BAKER, dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences,
said a "significant proportion
of the college's 25 faculty members had opted for the supplemental retirement deal.
"We are of course disapKinted to lose all the experience
it is represented by the faculty that has retired," Baker
said, although he did not foresee
any difficulties since "many will
be teaching classes in the fall
and spring.'
The Office of Academic Affairs identified the College of
Arts and Sciences and the College of Education as the hardest
hit by the retirements. Gerald
Saddlemire, interim dean of education, could not be reached for
comment.
William McGraw, dean of the
Firelands campus in Huron;
Ohio, said his college had not
experienced any retirements at
though there were 16 new fas
ulty members hired last year;
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Appointment slgn-ups taken nowl 10-4:30 p.m.
Photo sittings Sept. 3-20

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Call The KEY at 372-8086 for appt. or stop by 28 West Hall.
Schedule marly I Don't be left out of this special Diamond Anniversary collector's issue.
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Spikers impressive in scrimmage Laxers to meet

Golf Course: 372-2674. Anyone
with further questions about
tryouts should contact Greg
Nye at 372-7092.

Briefs
by Tom SkemMtz
(ports reporter

After a long hibernation,
Bowling Green's vollyball team
began its season clawing like an
awakened grizzly in a mauling
of Cleveland State.
The Falcons played in a manner coach Den&e Van de Walle
would like to carry into the regular season.
During the scrimmage, which
lasted two hours, the Falcons
dominated play although a running score was not always kept.
However. BG swept the three
Cies which were recorded by
scores of 18-14,15-11 and 15-1.
More important than the final
tallies, the exhibition gave Van
de Walle a chance to observe her
Siyers in preparation for Tuesy's regular-season opener
against Michigan. Teamwork
was looked at prominently by
Van de Walle in the only scrimmage of the year.
"It's the first time we've had a
game situation," Van de Walle
said. "Everything up to this
point has been individual
oriented. This time we put
things together as a team."
Van de Walle said she was
impressed with the Falcons
overall performance.
"Our passing was good and I
thought our hitting was pretty
goodT" Van de Walle said. 'I
was given a good indicator of
what we should schedule in this
week's practices."
However, not everything got
the thumbs up sign by the BG
coach. The Falcons ability to
anticipate an opponent's offense
looked weak to Van de Walle.
"We need a little work on
readine the other side of the
net," she said. "We react okay
but we need to read it first. We
made some easy plays look very
hard."
Individually, spiker Lynn Williamson and setter Barb Baker
made tough plays look easy as

r^Uif^

The club lacrosse team is
holding its organizational
meeting tonight at 7:30 behind the Business Administration building. Any
questions should be directed
to Tom Fisher, 372-4480.
Women interested in trying
out for the Falcon golf team
should contact Greg Nye at
372-7092 or 372-2874.
Men trying out for the golf
team should check for their
starting times by calling the
clubhouse at Forest Creason

Tigers romp
Angels
DETROIT (AP) - Kirk Gibson
hit two home runs, two doubles
and drove in five runs in four atbats Tuesday night, powering
the Detroit tigers past the California Angels 14-8.
Detroit roughed up Kirk McCaskill, 9-10, for five runs in the
second inning and four more in
the fourth.

HOTEL HMR/TVUnc
Celebrating Another
Successful Year
107 South Main Street

Raasonablo Prices

Men's Cuts
15, $8, $10
Women's Cuts
$5, $8, $10 or $12
Perms for men and women — $25 inciuan cut«
rtyte

Walk In or Call for Appointmont
392-4810
-—I
BG News/Joe PheUn
Bowling Green's Adrian Delph returns a shot in yesterday's exhibition match against Cleveland State
University. Freshman Jane Plantz watches from the backcourt.

they both performed well. Junior Lisa Berardinelli and senior
Debbie Hopkins also made
strong contributions.
The Falcons, 14-16 in 19B4,
avenged last season's loss to the
Vikings in BG.
CStf mentor Mary Motley said
the Viking are rebuilding.
"We are very similar to BG in
that we have many underclassmen on our team," said
CSU coach Mary Motley. "They

(underclassmen) are trying
really hard at this point. We
have great potential.''
Van de Walle agreed with Motley.
"Last year they had an outstanding player but she graduated. Van de Walle said. "Their

Urge Info Item Pizza

*5.95
352-3551

PHI ALPHA
DELTA
(pre-law fraternity)
TONIGHT!
Organizational Meeting
7:00 p.m., Campus Room
3rd floor of Union
refreshments served

we deliver

EXPERIENCE the fun and
adventure of...

SCUBA *=

-all interested are
welcome to attend

I

Training Sponsored by the National Association of Underwater
Instructors (NAUI)
Fee Includes All Supplies, Equipment Usage, and Air Fills
• Optional Florida Trip For Certification
sign up or call the

REC CENTER

372-2711
PLANT SALE
Make your room a
home with plants

Monday-Wednesday
September 9-11
University Hall Lobby
9am-5pm
All types of plants
ranging from small to
hanging baskets.

talent is more spread out now.
They are a very scrappy, defensive team."
An early morning practice
and a three-hour drive took their
toll on the
Vikings in the sauna-like conditions at Anderson Arena.

1

ONLY ONE LEFT!
If you're still looking
for a place to live

CAMPUS MANOR APTS.
ONE OF THE FINEST COMPLEXES IN BG.

•2 bedroom apartment,
furnished or unfurnished
•rent includes heat, water,
air conditioning and TV cable
•across the street from campus,
near shops, downtown
OUR OFFICE IS LOCATED IN
B BUILDING CLOUGH STREET

STOP IN OR CALL 352-9302

BROWNS vsSTEELERS
Nothing compares to the excitement of being there — right in
the middle of a live stadium crowd.

The University Activities Organization
will bring you to Cleveland Stadium

Monday, Sept. 16
$22.00
Vans leave Union Oval at 4:30 p.m.
Sign up in the GAO Office,
3rd floor Union. Call 372-2343
for more information.

BGSU/Community Fall Productions

ofWlttitc
Sept. 5, 6 4 7
8:00 p.m.
BGSU Kobacker Hall,
Moor* Musical Arts Cantor
Mao
IS, IT, MIMK »1, M, 17 IliiiHi/fc, at.
HMW.inilill .* - Urn* * M-h lUkmt. wM, «ll »

1 technicoW dreamcoat
Sopt. 12,13 & 14
Sopt. 12
8:00 p.m.
Sopt. 13 A 14
7:00 A 9:30 p.m.
BGSU Aryan Hall,
Mooro Musical Arts Cantor
Mao
W, IS S17 U*K It M > 15 lUlnm/fc. Ot.

Box Offlco Hours: 10-2 Weekdays
Call 372-A171
•ox Offlco Cloood Labor Day

Box Office Now Open!
rf*.
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Annual pigskin preview

The Dolphins and Bearswill rule the NFLin'85
Karl's Komments
K.tl S»llh

The National Football League
season is upon us and I, like
every other armchair
quarterback in America,
already know how the standings
will look when the season is
over:
The AFC East will be a very
boring race, much as it was last
year - and with similar results.
Miami, with Dan Marino back,
will roll through its schedule
with little trouble. The N.Y. Jets
will finish a distant second, not
due to their strength, but the
rest of the divisions lack of.
Raymond Berry could have the
Patriots on New York's tail
unless the pass defense remains
as pathetic as it was in 1984.
Buffalo could surprise if Vince
Ferragamo regains his top form
at quarterback. Indianapolis
will surprise, if they win more
than one-third of their games.

Pete Rozelle would call the
AFC Central a perfect example
of parity. I call it four rebuilding
teams in the same division, one
of which will stumble into the
playoffs. With Mark Malone
throwing and Louis Lipps and
John Stallworth catching,
Pittsburgh should have more
than enough offense to top this
woeful division. Bemie Kosar
.Cleveland's
offense, with QB Gary Danielson
and tailback Kevin Mack, can
score enough to rgive the defense
and its "Dawgs' a rest. Houston
and Cincinnati could finish in
E order, but no one will notice,
iries will play a major role in
division and could
drastically change the final
IY YEAR, some expert
says that the L.A. Raiders are
too old, don't have enough
off ense and will get buried in the
AFC West. Regardless, the
Raiders will once again top the
division. Seattle, with Curt
Warner healthy, will be
bridesmaids. Injuries always
seem to cripple San Diego and I

Pete Rozelle would call the AFC Central a
perfect example of parity. I call it four
rebuilding teams in the same division, one
of which will stumble into the playoffs.
think the trend will keep them
from getting higher than third.
Denver, a good team in a very
tough division, could finish
higher than fourth if their
running attack can survive
without Sammy Winder, but
that's doubtful. Kansas City
could compete in almost any
division, and could possibly win
the AFC Central, but will be
cellar dwellers here.
The NFC will pose some more
interesting races.
The NFC East race could go
any number of ways, with
Washington, Dallas and St.
Louis all challenging. New York
also surprised last year.
The Redskins, now equipped
with George Rogers at running
back and having beefed up their
offensive line with the
acquisition of R.C. Thielmann,

should be on top when the dust
clears. The Cowboys have too
many internal squabbles to take
the division but should capture a
wild card spot. The Cardinals
will finish third while the Giants
will play a spoiler role. The
crumbling Pnlladelphia
franchise will struggle.
THE NFC CENTRAL, unlike
its AFC counterpart, will
present an entertaining show.
Chicago's defense will once
B;ain shine and, with Jim
cMahon healthy and Walter
Payton breathing, the Bears
have a potential powerhouse.
The Pack isn't quite back, but
Green Bay is a respectable team
as Ions as Lynn Dickey can keep
his battered body in one piece.
The Packers need some
consistency on defense.
Tampa Bay needs defense period.

ymmmm/Mf.

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE
TO HELP PLAN
A CAMPUS CONCERT?

Detroit, without Billy Sims,
are fortunate to be playing
Minnesota twice. At least the
Lions won't be winless. The
Vikes, on the other hand, could
be in big, I mean B-I-G, trouble
if Chuck Muncie and Tommy
Kramer aren't in top form and
some rookies don't develop fast.
As Interesting as any race in
the NFL will be the NFC West.
Super Bowl champs San
Francisco has added Jerry Rice
to an already dynamic offense.
The tt-man roster limit will
slightly weaken the 49er's
defense but not enough to keep
them from another division title.
The L.A. Rams added
Canadian Football League
refugee Dieter Brock to their
roster during the off season. The
34-year old quarterback, if he
can adjust to the NFL quickly,
will take the heat off of Eric
Dickerson. A wild card spot is
almost assured for L.A. and,
with a few breaks, they will
challenge the 49ers.
THE SAINTS are improving
in some areas while declining at
others. Bobby Hebert must
provide stability to the NFC's
11th ranked offense if it is to
improve. It would also help if
Earl Campbell could produce
the big numbers he did with the

Oilers and Hokie Galan proves
his yards per carry last year
wasn't a fluke. New Orleans
pass defense was the NFC's best
in 1904 and, if the run defense
can improve, the Saints could be
another surprise team.
Atlanta is sinking faster than
a stone frisbee. After Gerald
Riggs (1,486 rushing yards),
Stacey Bailey (57 catches) and
the newly acquired Charlie
Brown, the Falcons are a dismal
team. Steve Bartowski is
through as a productive
quarterback and the defense :
continues to get scorched for
long bombs and game breaking
scampers.
After Miami beats the Raiders
to repeat AFC champs, they win
face Chicago after the Bears top
the 49ers on a last second field
goal. Marino will outsmart the
Bears' sneaky defense although
Payton will break the Super
Bowl rushing record The
Dolphins will prevail in the final
two minutes.
So, sit back and enjoy the 1985
football season and after its
over, you can look back at this
and laugh.

(or any other of the many UAO events?)

THE UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES ORGANIZATION

Stanley H. Kaplan

invites you to attend its

The SMART MOVE!

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
Wednesday, Sept. 4
8:00 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union

GMAT-LSAT-GRE

PREPARATION FOR:

3SSO Secor Rd.
Toledo, OH. 43606
(419) 536-3701

!

KAPLAN

Sign up for one of 13 committees

Expand your mind

KEY

Get down to business faster.
With the BA-35,
The KEY,
B.G.S.U.'s yearbook
is looking
for writers,
photographers,
business editor,
copy editor, group
shot photographer,
photo lab technician,
general office help,
salespersons.
Paid and volunteer
positions are
available.

Meeting this Thurs.,

Sept. 5
7:30 p.m. in Key Office
28 West Hall
372-8086

If there's one thing business
students have always needed,
this is it: an affordable, business-oriented calculator.
The Texas Instruments
BA-)5, the Student Business
Analyst.
Its built-in business
formulas let you perform
complicated finance,
accounting and statistical
functions - the ones that
usually require a lot of time
and a stack of reference hooks,
like present and future value
CI965TI

A powerful combination.
calculations, amortizations
and balloon payments.
Think business. With
The BA-35 means von
the BA-35 Student
spend less time calculating, Business Analyst.
*
and more time learning. One
keystroke takes the place
TEXAS
of many.
The calculator is just part INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
of the package. You also get
and services for you.
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business
Anuryst Guidebook. Business
professors helped us write it.
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom.

I

Classifieds
CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS
ATTENTION: AU TOW OUIOES - NEW *
VETERAN: 1«1 MANOATOHY MEETING Of
TEAM a WED*.. SEPT. 4 AT 6:30 p.m. IN
McFALL ASSEMBLY ROOM. SEE YOU
THERE. ANO WELCOME BACK TO A "TOOISFnC" NEW YEARI - PLEASE IRINO FALL
SCHEDULES. Make up meeting Thuraday
Sopt I, «:00 pjn., Admleelone Ottfce
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
ASSOCIATION
FM mealing Tuesday. September 10, 7 30
e-ro. Assembly Room. McFal center Find out
•mat ma dub haa 10 offer you Quest speaker
Mi George Howtck. Director. Management
Center. "War Slonaa".
•ilnlMi A ootsctw. 'Fiancti exchange
program
•ate, presontotnin Teouaso book
A Roeh Heehene servtoe Mi ba nek) In Proul
Chapal on Monday Sepesmoer 1 e. at 3 00 pm
For turner Information contact Bruce Kolller.
cooroJnakx of ma Jewh Studants Group.
354*420
THE BQSU FORENSICS TEAM (SPEECH)
WILL HOLD ITS IMt ORQANI2ATIONAL
MEETINO WED. SEPT. 4 AT 9:30 PM IN 404
SOUTH HALL. ANYONE INTERESTED IN
COMPETING FOR THE TEAM MUST ATTEND
NEW MEMBERS ARE WELCOME. FOR MORE
INFO. CALL ROBERTA AT J54-7I1S.
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ATTENTION: ALL TOUR GUIDES — NEW 4
VETERAN: tat MAN0ATORY MEETING OF
YEAR IS WEDS.. SEPT. 4 AT 0:40 p.m. IN
McFALL ASSEMBLY ROOM. SEE YOU
THERE. ANO WELCOME BACK TO A "TOOPJFFIC" NEW YEARI - PLEASE BPJNQ FALL
SCHEDULES. Maka up maataiQ Thursday.
SapL 0, too pjp-, AdnOaalona orSoe.
BQSU Cheee Club Meete 8 30-10 00 p.m.
Thursdays OflCampue Studant Cantor. Boa.
mam. Moooly Hoi

Tho ALL-SPORTS Poaa Sovoa You Monoy and
lat'a you aoo Falcon Soccar Frao me, waakandl

181 POXE ST. (ooroaa trooi tho OO'i)
JN NEED OF A BOOK?
OUR SPECIAL ORDER PHONE LINES ARE
OPEN NOW
CALL SBX AT 353-7732 OR 352-0215

WANTED

OOLDENHEARTS: OUR FIRST MEETING WILL
BE WEDS. HPT. 4 AT t:JO AT THE HOUSE.
(EXEC. AT »:O0> SEE YOU THERE I

Wan to buy dorm-ette rarrtgarakx
Muat ba good condition and roaaonobly prtcod
Col 2-4450. John.

I M Tom* mans doubtaa. woman'! amgkM I
doublaa erfttee duo Sept 6 In I OS Roc Cantor
by 4:00 p.m.

WANTED: 1 FEMALE TO BUwLEASE A MCE
APARTMENT M UNIVERSITY VILLAGE FOR
FALL SEMESTER CALL 4S4-4401 FOR DE-

Rueh
Sigma AkWa EpeJon
Tonight 7:30
on Bio comor ol now IrMomlty row
Scuba

apt doeo to campua
cri 353-2308
Mow foommora needed. Vary doaa lo campua
Cal TVn M Butt Apt. 352-7182 or atop by
Room E-1 Bull Apt* Comar ol Marcor and
aough
Naad 1 M, rmra lor touaa on E Wooatar
acroaa from Sigma Nu house Cal Qrog or Mk.
at 382-47S3.

acuba acute...
Exparlanco tho tun 4 odvontura
Sign up or col ma Roc Cantor 372-2711

Sartouo female aonkx atudant wants to ront on
efficiency, room or apartment for tan aamaator
or*/ 352-0427.

Cleaning girl »an«M J4 00 Dor hour Thuredey
or Friday Col 3528203 after 3 30 p m
PI time oook A bopyotJet In my homo. 12-5
p.m.. send quoMcaeone to M « M Productions.
1l»3NepoteoriRd. BO . 43402
PI. ana watohperoon. 6-10 p.m.. Mon-Thure..
aand itfif
to M a M Ptoducttono. 1163
Napolaon Rd„ BO. 43402

OOOKSHELVES BOOKCASES, LARGE TABLE. BUREAU. rwOHT-TABLE. ANTIQUE BED
362-8877 BEFORE NOON OR AFTEH 6 P.M.
1 MO VMP. meed In wy good ehope, eeata
two pupil, U mNee to the quart, greet tor
sowing etowrol oawpua. Can M2-4TSS, Jehu.

TUESDAY WQHT BABYSITTER NEED OWN
TRANSPORTATION TRY 372-8273 OR CALL
889-2044 EVENWOS

For Sola: 1875 350 Yamaha Rd
Look, and Rune Qood. »400 or beat olfor
362-4788

TOLEDO AREA SALES REPRESENTATIVE
W repreaant The BO New, and the
20.000-pareon market ■ oorvoo.
Greet experience tor edvertJelng/
aa*M/comrnunlcetiona majors ptua
comrriwolon and gee reanbunwrnont.
Ejiparlonoe wrao In coaege
put. you AHEAD ol your poor, when
entenng the fob market
Contact the Advertising Meneger
214 Weal HI, 3722808.

Queen aba mattraee and aprtnge eel
362-103S

FOR RENT
FOR SALE

1 bedroom apt analarilw Immedlelety. good
bomon. pnon. 352-7768 alter 7 p m

and

Thursday, Sept. 12

PORTABLE TOILET RENTAL
Free pickup & deSvery
352-7318

(must attend onm meeting)

Typing 90" per double-spaced standard page
Weekly pKkup 1 detrvery Cal coeect 8 a m to
8 p.m. 1-874-1288.

8:30 p.m. In SRC Conference Room

Triathlon date:
Saturday, October 12

H€LP FIGHT BIRTH DEFECTS

<£p

(g^rf^gz^a^^S^^^W?!
tCU HWC

\iSv\M

TW

BEEN OCCUPYING
YCvKELf LnTEW'

56 Act listlessly
80

Magnon

2 Rhythm
3 wine region ol
Italy
4
Nevada
5 UK country
8 "God's Little
—":Cak!wall
7 Courage, often
true?
8 Common
Market: Abbr
9 San Diego, eg
10 Mountains and
aquifer., with
29 Down
11 Actress Eve
12 Borscht in
orsdlents
15 Rlodela
.
Argentina
18 "In
days."
23 Flax labnc
25 Chilled
28 Also rans
27 Dingle

26 Smell case
29 See 10 Down
30 Scheduled
34 Retirement

The BG News'

.Classified InformationMail-In Form

50 "A Oay at Ihe
51 Mmake
54
mafesle

55 Greek god
57 Word with time
or done
58 Sassy
59 Ball
82 Touch
63 Tiny

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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If
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I
41

1
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IT

DOWN
1 Circle parts

M
11
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(BG News not responsible tor postal service delays)
RATES: per ad are 60' per line, $1.80 minimum.

THE
BLACK
.STUDENT
UNION

50' extra per ad tor bold type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.
PREPAYMENT is required for all non-university related business and individuals.
NOTICE: The News win not be responsible tor error due to illegibility or Incomplete information. Please
come to 214 West Hall immediately If there is an error in your ad. The news will not be
responsible for typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
Phone #

tot letfertitff

M

50
Action SHORTS
with LINERS

' PRICED
MANY SUM

itrms

SALE TERMS
CASH - CHECK
VISA
MASTERCARD

(For billing purposes only)
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

ALL SALES FINAL

Is Now Accepting
Applications For Executive Officers

Thru September 6,1985
Classification in which you wish your ad to sppeer:
Campus a City Events*

Wanted

Lost A Found

Help Wanted

Rides

For Sale

Services Offered

For Rent

Applications Are Available At The Following Locations

Personals
•Campus/City Event ads are published free of charge for one day for a non-profit event or meeting only.

•fept of Ethifc StarJet
lnSbsHdHd

Date* of Insertion
Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)

•Minoritv Student ActrvitJes
3rd floor Unrverstty Union

The BG News

•Offiaol Minority Affairs
424 Student Servica

214 West Hal BQSU

I

jt^w

MEN'S

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m.

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #,

NOW

•M-
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HomlsMl
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1
1

FREE
MERCHANDISE

laiinn ncU'H'ii.
tii:ii4i;inuiiMi'iii i.ii4i>i[>i
•14165

•

WIN
$100

(■l o ONJT A If R i
N M a
*U ItI IpliLaNGii
IATUIBBBBT** air LI I n iB
liitunu i.unn
miMiiiinnii uuit.inii
NIIIIII
niin
nmnti
i.ii'ini-in nnHMr i iiin

•cct.
36 Own

61 Commands
64 Countless
years
65 Deslst's companion
66 LII.I..S
67 Grad. class
66 Abors on road
maps
69 Gaiety

37 Belore while
39 Historic Asian
river
41 "
II
romantic..?"
43 Kllchen utensil
44 Regal
headwear
47 Dido
49 Twins of the
Zodiac

SHOPPING
SPREE
GIVE-AWAY
■•fitter to

Edited by Trade Michel Jatlr
ACROSS
1 Sot up
(found)
6 Mellows
10 Spout oil
13 Pino IrM product
14 Go on .11 fours
16 Belor.
17 Unqualified, as
. denial
19 Pindaric
20 Cookbook
direction
21 "
Dygones
be bygones"
C RoSMttl
22 Temporary bod
24 Disencumber
26 Beauty .Ids
27 Emulates,
gr.ttlto artist
31 Great ape, lor
short
32 ODE'S command
33 Join up
35 Leprechaun
land
38 Adlocllv. loi a
scandal sheet's
tar.
40 Exlsl
41 Become liable
42 Picture
43 Some are (else
45 ClassilierJs
48 "It's
"
48 Undershirt.
British style
50 AdiustedlheTV
again
52 Dined
53 Awn
54 Roman household god

Wednesday, Sept. 11

WILL CLEAN HOUSE $5 00/hr
YOU SUPPLY CLEANING ITEMS
CALL 372-1288 ASK FOR USA

SON,

Room In private home; Chrletlan German atudent It man.al.lJ phone 362-2808

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

th

Mandatory meetings for
all participants

S75

Fun am. Pan ame Work avoaaMe Kniokerbocker Service 3525335

Student Recreation Center
7 Annual Triathlon

STOCK
DISPOSAL

1B78 SLVER SCIROCCO. AIR CONO, ALLOY WHEELS, FOQ UQHTS. NO RUST. RECENTLY PANTED. WORKS GREAT! $2,200.
TEL 352-3287

don't litter!

TAKING THE LSAT7
STUDY SESSIONS STARTING SEPT. 13
IEGISTER by Sepl 11
Contact Sarah Moore
Sponsored by Phi Alpha Delta Law fraternity

ATTENTION FIGURE SKATERS:
Fetconette Tryouts Tuee 4 Thura. 9/3 4 9 5.
10:16 to 11.15 pm. tee Arena.

$150,000

Double Bad For SoJ.
3 yr> old. S40.0O
CI Marge. 363-7501

Taking ipptoooam 1 wS bo hiring me tofewlng
positions Walters esrtrasm barmalde, bartender.. No exp nee. Apply In poroon al
Button.. HI 28 Porryoburg. After 8:00 pm
Tuee Ihru Sun.
^__

SERVICES OFFERED

PERSONALS

SPORTS

BOTH FOR S110 354 7477.PAUL

a) It True You Can Buy Jeep, lor $44 through
the US government? Got the fact, loday' Cal
1-312-742-1142 Exl 1784.

Carpool Wantad
Toktdo Araa — Byrne and Ffenotyda Rd
M and F 9 30-1 30 Wed 8:30-1 30
TR 8:00-11:00
Leave Moaaago «i OCM »03557

Ladles Enjoy Happy Lite-Success Beeutitul
Skin1 It's al yours Free Report Mr Happtnees
Bon 223, All Sprgs. FL 32715
I

LAKE ERIE

STEREO COMPONENTS.
RECENTLY RECXMIDmONED AK41 TAPE
OECKSSS
KENWOOD BELT DRIVE MANUAL TTABLE

S68

RIDES

Apartment or houaa cleaning. Thorough and
dependable Releroncaa 352-1416

Brick ranch. 2 ecree. 3 mass weel ol BO 352B4»4 or 888-3134.

Tho How PM DELT Homo la worth tho woN.

Chock out our 3 85-8 86 rack
1 Jaana N- THngo 531 HMyo St

ATTENTION: AU TOM* OUIOES - NEW *
VETERAN: 1at MANDATORY MEETINO Of
YEAR IS WEDS., SEPT 4 AT *:*0 p.m. IN
McFALL ASSEMBLY ROOM. SCI YOU
THERE. ANO WELCOME BACK TO A "TOURlfFIC" NEW YEARI — PLEASE BRING FALL
SCHEDULES. Maka up mooting Thurs., Sopt
i, 1.-00 D.W., Adrotialoni ORKoj

HELP WANTED

Bowftng Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to BG Mews)

t

Phone: 372-2801
Total number of days

w^J

•BUck Student Union
406 Student Services

SALE HOURS
MON-WED 9:30-8
THURS 9:30-8:00
FRI 9:30-6:00
SAT 9:30-5
CLOSED SUNDAY

LAKE ERIE
SPORTS
522E.WOOSTER
ACROSS FROM
FOUNDER'S QUAD

